Finite difference methods are used widely to approximate solutions of partial differential equations numerically. To build up the difference scheme from the partial differential equation, we should be careful. Formal correspondence of difference schemes to the differential equation is not sufficient for the convergence of the solutions to the exact one. For equations of hyperbolic type, the convergence is assured under the CFL condition [1], which is concerned with the ratio of the space increment to the time one.
§ 0. Introduction
Finite difference methods are used widely to approximate solutions of partial differential equations numerically. To build up the difference scheme from the partial differential equation, we should be careful. Formal correspondence of difference schemes to the differential equation is not sufficient for the convergence of the solutions to the exact one. For equations of hyperbolic type, the convergence is assured under the CFL condition [1] , which is concerned with the ratio of the space increment to the time one.
However, this does not assert that, without CFL condition, every discrete solution diverges. G. Dahlquist [2] exposed an interesting example. He considered the wave equation, and descretized it by the usual finite difference scheme. He showed that if initial data for the wave equation are real analytic, then solutions of difference scheme converge to the solution of the wave equation, even in the absence of the CFL condition.
Our results in this issue is in the same direction. Our aim is to show that, in the analytic case, we need not the CFL type condition for the convergence of solutions of the finite difference scheme.
We treat of the linear first order system with constant coefficients;
where U=U(xi, x 2 ) is an unknown m-vector valued function, A a given mXm constant real matrix, U 0 (x z ) a given m-vector valuted function. The discretization by the simple finite difference method of (0.1) is
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Here, A^i and Ax 2 are nonzero increments which are independent of Xi, x 2 .
Our purpose is to show that, if U 0 (x 2 ) is analytic at x 2 =Q, then the solution U(x lt x 2 ) of (0.2) converges to the solution of (0.1) in the neighbourhood of (*i, *.)=(0, 0).
G. Dahlquist utilized the Fourier transform in [2] , We'll show our results rather through the direct way-the algebraic calculous of power series. It should be noticed that we made no assumptions on the constant real matrix A, especially no hyperbolicity. Thus, even when A=( n j, i. e. Cauchy-Riemann equation, our theorem stands true. The CFL condition is concerned with the relation between the ratio Ax^Ax 2 and the hyperbolicity of (0.1). So, this CFL condition has no meanings in our case.
In the next section, we give some notations, and precise discription of our results. In §2, we prove our results. § 1.
Notations and Results
For mXm constant matrix A=(aj, k )j^t k^ and m-vector U=(Uj)ji, we define by We denote by U jtk the value of solution U of (0. 
